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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
With advances in VLSI technology, the digital signal processing techniques are
gaining popularity in many applications such as communication systems, speech
processing and digital audio. Due to the real-time computing requirements in many
applications, the criteria for designing digital filters have undergone considerable
transformations. In addition to the classical criteria of low sensitivity with respect to finite
word-length quantization effects and minimization of limit cycle oscillations, some of the
desirable properties for real-time VLSI implementation of digital filters are:
Low hardware complexity
Low cost
Low power consumption
Pipelinability or Massive Parallelism
Given the filter transfer function, choosing the best filter structure for that
application depends on many factors and is not a trivial task. A vast amount of literature
exists on various digital filter structures and their properties [26]. Each filter structure has
certain advantages and disadvantages in terms of fixed-point VLSI implementation. It is
highly unlikely to find all the above characteristics in a given digital filter structure, and
there exists a trade-off between accuracy and architectural simplicity of the digital filter
structure.2
The purpose of this thesis is to carry out an engineering study of different types of
digital filter structures for the VLSI implementation of narrow-band sharp-transition digital
filters. Narrow-band sharp-transition filters are of particular interest since they are very
sensitive to coefficient quantization. For narrow bandwidth (i.e. narrow pass band) filters,
the poles are clustered together, thus making the structure highly sensitive to the coefficient
quantization effects. The narrow-bandwidth sharp-transition filters are usually IIR (Infinite
Impulse Response) in nature to achieve the filter specifications with minimum filter order.
This thesis examines the following digital IIR filter structures for narrow-band sharp-
transition filtering applications:
Classical IIR Filter Structures:
Cascade Form Structure [1]
Digital Lattice Filter Structures:
Two-multiplier Lattice Structure [7]
One-multiplier Lattice Structure [7]
Four-multiplier Lattice Structure [8]
Scaled Normalized Lattice Structure [11], [12]
Orthogonal Double Rotation Lattice Structure [13]
Wave Digital Filters:
Lattice Wave Digital Filters [23]
The comparison is based on the simplicity of design procedures, fixed-point
implementation properties and architectural features which make these filter structures
suitable for VLSI implementation.3
For real-time DSP implementation, fixed-point arithmetic is preferred over
floating-point arithmetic due to lower hardware costs and improved processing speed. This
thesis compares the above filter structures with respect to the following criteria:
Sensitivity to coefficient quantization in fixed-point implementation
Round-off noise characteristics
Dynamic range characteristics
Architectural comparison in terms of hardware complexity and pipelinability
To examine the trade-offs between the architectural complexity and the filter
accuracy, extensive simulations for fixed-point implementation of the above filter
structures are carried out for a number of narrow-band sharp-transition low-pass filters.
1.1 Outline of the Report
The synthesis procedures and architectural comparison of the above filter structures
are described in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, a brief overview of the finite-word length effects
such as coefficient quantization, round-off noise and limit cycle oscillations is given.
Chapter 3 also examines the sensitivity and round-off noise properties of the digital filter
structures and describes signal scaling in thesefilterstructures for fixed-point
implementation. Simulation results comparing the performance of these different filter
structures in terms of sensitivity to coefficient quantization, round-off noise and dynamic
range are presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and gives direction to
future work.4
Chapter 2. DIGITAL FILTER STRUCTURES
This chapter describes the synthesis procedures for the following digital IIR filter
structures: the conventional IIR structures in cascade and parallel form, digital lattice
structures and lattice wave digital filter structures. The z-domain filter transfer function
H (z) is the starting point for the design procedures of these filter structures except for the
lattice wave digital filter. The lattice wave digital filter is designed directly from the filter
specifications in digital domain, as described by Gazsi [23]. This chapter compares the
architectural features of these structures important for the VLSI implementation.
2.1 Conventional IIR Filter Structures
Consider the filter transfer function H (z) with M poles and M zeros, where
M
biz-i
H (z) = °,11
1 + a iz
i = 1
B (z)
A (z)
(2.1)
Figure 2.1 shows the direct form implementation the above transfer function. This is a
canonical structure in the sense that the number of unit delays is equal to the filter order M.
Without loss of generality, the degree of the numerator polynomial B(z) is assumed to be
equal to that of the denominator polynomial A(z). By applying the transposition theorem
or flow -graph reversal theorem [1], the transposed direct form structure can be obtained as
shown in Figure 2.2. Both of these structures consist of (2M +1) constant multipliers; how-
ever, the direct form structure has 2M adders, while the transposed form structure has only
(M +1) adders. One interesting feature of both structures is that all the { bi} and {ad coef-
ficient multiplications can be performed in parallel.5
It is observed that when a transfer function is realized directly in terms of a single
Mth-order network, either direct form or transposed direct form, the sensitivity of the
structure to coefficient quantization increases rapidly with M. This problem can to some
extent be overcome by realizing high-order filters as interconnections of first- and second-
order sections which leads us to cascade and parallel form structures.
2.1.1 Cascade Form
The Mth-order transfer function H (z) can be factored into a product of second-
order transfer functions such that
H (z) = nH k(z),
k = 1
Figure 2.1: Direct form realization
(2.2)where each second-order filter section Hk (z) has the following transfer function:
-2
Hk (z)bk0+ bk2z
+ a/az
1+ ak2z
2 (2.3)
6
The resulting cascade configuration is shown in Figure 2.3a. The coefficients {ad
and {bk} are real-valued parameters. The total number of sections are K = L (M + 1) /2_1,
where Lx j is the largest integer less than or equal to x. If M is odd, one filter section is a
first-order filter with ak2= b k2 =0. Each second-order section can then be implemented
in either a direct or transposed direct form. Figure 2.3b shows the transposed form
implementation of the second-order section.
Figure 2.2: Transposed direct form structure
y(n)7
x(n)
H t (z) H2(z)
(a)
HK(z)
y(n)
(b)
Figure 2.3: (a) Cascade form structure, (b) A transposed direct form realization of
each second-order section.
The cascade form structure shown in Figure 2.3b consists of 5K constant
multipliers, and 3K adders. It is also possible to express the transfer function H(z) as a
cascade of second-order sections each consisting of 4 multipliers instead of 5, as follows
H k (z) = bonii-Lkicii-bk2z2
i2
k = 11 "
where bo = b10 b20 bn and Lki = bki/bko for i = 1,2.
(2.4)
However, the five-multiplier second-order sections are commonly used in fixed-
point implementation because they make it possible to distribute the gain of the system in8
order to scale each second-order section individually to avoid the overflow (this will be
described in Chapter 3).
2.1.2 Parallel Form
The parallel-form realization of H(z) can be obtained by performing a partial
fraction expansion in the form of:
K
H(z) = C+Hk(z)
k = 1
where each second-order section Hk (z) has the following transfer function:
(2.5)
bko+ bkiCi
Hk(z) (2.6)
1 + akiz1 + ak2z2'
bm
and the constant C = .
Figure 2.4a shows the corresponding parallel form implementation. As in the
cascade form, the coefficients fak) and {bk} are real-valued parameters, and the total
number of sections are K =L(M + 1) /2.If M is odd, one of the Hk(z) is really a first
order system with ak2= bki = 0.
The parallel form structure with each second-order section implemented in
transposed direct form is shown in Figure 2.4b. It has (4K+1) constant multipliers and 3K
adders which makes the parallel form structure slightly more economical than the
corresponding cascade form structure.9
HK(z)
(a)
y(n)
(b)
Figure 2.4: (a) Parallel form structure, (b) A transposed direct form
realization of each second-order section.10
For a stable second-order filter section 11k (z) as in the cascade form or in the
parallel form, the range of denominator coefficients akl and ak2 is given as
lakil <lak2I < 1. (2.7)
Since the coefficient ak1 may not be a fractional number, the fractional format fixed-point
representation for coefficients and signals can not be used, rather the mixed format (both
integers and fractions) fixed-point representation must be used. Mixed format numbers are
difficult to multiply, requiring more hardware for multiplier than the fractional format
numbers, and are prone to overflow problems.
2.2 Digital Lattice Structures
The digital lattice structures are motivated by the autoregressive signal modeling
[7] and are derived from the orthogonal polynomials. The general configuration of digital
lattice structure (or digital lattice and ladder structure as sometimes called) is shown in
Figure 2.5, where the signal x(n) is the input and y(n) is the output, and u(n) is an all-pass
output in most cases. One important feature of lattice structures is its modularity, which
plays an important role in the VLSI implementation. Each lattice module can assume a
number of distinct forms. Some popular forms are as follows:
Module
M
Module
M-1
Module
1
END
Connections
Figure 2.5: The general configuration of digital lattice structure11
i)Two-Multiplier Lattice Structure [7]
ii) One-Multiplier Lattice Structure [7]
iii) Four-Multiplier Lattice Structure [8]
iv) Scaled Normalized Lattice Structure [11], [12]
v) Orthogonal Double Rotation Lattice Structure [13]
The synthesis of most digital lattice filters is based on the Schur algorithm [11]. One
of the important properties of the Schur algorithm is that all polynomials expanded from
any given polynomial using the Schur algorithm are orthogonal to each other. A Schur
polynomial is a polynomial which does not have zeros on or outside the unit circle.
Therefore, the denominator of a stable IIR filter is a Schur polynomial.
First we will describe the Schur algorithm and polynomial expansion algorithm
which are used to determine the lattice and ladder parameters of a digital lattice filter. For
orthogonal double rotation lattice structure [13], the synthesis procedure, even though
based on Schur algorithm, is slightly different, and hence will be dealt separately.
2.2.1 Synthesis Procedure for Lattice Structures
Let the M-th order transfer function of the filter be given by
M M
I biz -i I pizi
H (z) 1= cim 1=0
xf
P (z)
D (z)
1 +aiz-i dizi
i= 1 i =0
where pi = b miand d.aM_i.
(2.8)12
Let (1). (z) be the m-th order Schur polynomial, where
m
(Dm (z) = E 4)m (i)
=o
The reverse polynomial of (1). (z) is defined as
(2.9)
(D: (z) = zmil) (1/Z) (2.10)
For a real-valued coefficient polynomial Om (z), asfor our case, the reverse polynomial,
4:1) * (z),is a polynomial with its coefficients in the reverse order of cl)m (z).Here is the
algorithm for to computing the lattice parameters (km):
Schur Algorithm:
i)Initialization: Om (z) = D (z).
ii) For m = M, M 1,...,1
a) Compute the lattice parameter km as follows
:1)(0)
km
b) Compute Om(z) and (1)._(z) as follows
[z(Dm_1(z)1_ 1[1 km i[cD m(z)
(z) km 14):(z)1
(2.11)
(2.12)
Note that the degree of Om_1(z) is one less than that of Om (z).For a stable
lattice filter, Ikml< 1, thus the fractional format fixed-point representation can be used for
the coefficients and signals.13
Note that the transfer function from x(n) to u(n) in Figure 2.5 is an all-pass transfer
function given as
U (z)D* (z)
X (z) D (z)
(2.13)
To determine the ladder parameters, a numerator polynomial P(z) must be
expanded in terms of the orthonormal basis functions Om (z) obtained from the Schur
algorithm. The expansion coefficients {nm} can be calculated by the following polynomial
expansion algorithm.
Polynomial Expansion Algorithm:
i)Initialize: QM (z) = P (z)
ii) For m = M, 1, 0
a) Compute the expansion coefficient nm as
q: (0)
n
m
b) Compute Q. 1(z) as follows
Qm_ 1(z) = Q. (z)nm()
(2.14)
(2.15)
The computation of ladder parameters from the expansion coefficients {nm}
depends on the particular type of lattice structure and is discussed below.
2.2.2 Two-Multiplier Lattice Structure
The two-Multiplier lattice form is the basic lattice structure and is depicted in
Figure 2.6. The coefficients (km) are the lattice parameters and the { vm } coefficients are14
the ladder parameters. The m-th module of the two-multiplier lattice structure is described
by
x1 (n) = x (n)k,num1 (n)
um (n) =kmxm 1(n) + um1 (n)
y (n) = y 1(n) + v mxm(n)
(2.16)
The lattice parameters { km} are obtained from the Schur algorithm as explained
above. The ladder parameters { vm } are same as the polynomial expansion coefficients
{nm }, thus
v= n m m
Yin(n)
for m = 0, 1,...,M. (2.17)
Ym-1(n) Yo(n)
xm_1(n) xo(n)
um -1(n) u0(n)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6:Two-Multiplier LatticeStructure:(a) The basic module,(b) End
connectionsThe lattice parameters {km} lead to an important variable am by
am am-1= for m = M,...,2, 1 and am = 1.
(1 )
(2.18)
15
The parameter a determines the L2 norm i.e. the signal power of the internal nodes and
the output node. The L2 norm of the transfer function from the filter input x(n) to the filter
output y(n) is given by [10]:
1/2 1/2 M M
IlFy112 = Vm2a'n] nm2a.
m = o [m= 0
and to the internal node xn, or um is given by
11Fm112
am /2.
(2.19)
(2.20)
These L2 norms are used for scaling, which will be described later in Chapter 3.
As shown in Figure 2.6a, the two-multiplier lattice structure consists of 3
multipliers and 3 adders per pole-zero realization.
2.2.3 One-Multiplier Lattice Structure
The one-multiplier lattice structure module is shown in Figure 2.7. The m-th
module of the one-multiplier lattice structure is described by:
xm(n) = xm (n) + k F um(n) +EmXm(01
um (n) = um(n) + emlcmF um(n) + £mXm (01
ym (n) = y(n) + vmxm(n)
where em = ±1 is called the sign parameter.
(2.21)Ym(n) Ym-1(n)
z-1
xm_1(n)
um -1(n)
(a)
Ym- (n)
Yo(n)
16
xm_1(n)
xo(n)
um -1(n)
uo(n)
(b) (c)
Figure 2.7: One-Multiplier Lattice Structure: (a) The basic module for
e= 1, (b) The basic module for £m = 1, (c) End connections.17
Figure 2.7a shows the one-multiplier lattice module for em = 1, and Figure 2.7b
shows the one-multiplier lattice module for em = 1. The optimal values of these sign
parameters can be determined by the L2 scaling criterion [7].
The lattice parameters {km} obtained from the Schur algorithm remain the same.
The ladder parameters { v. } are computed from the polynomial expansion coefficients
{nn,} as follows:
vm= nmm
where
(2.22)
7Cm-1= Itm (1 + emkm) for m = M... 1 and 1Cm = 1 (2.23)
The L2 norm of the transfer function from the filter input x(n) to the filter output y(n) is
given by Eq. (2.19), and to the internal node xm or um is given by
11Fm112 =Itniam112 (2.24)
where am is computed by Eq. (2.18). The L2 norm at the multiplier input is given by
2a 1/2
II F:112itni(l+E.1<m) (2.25)
The one-multiplier lattice structure has 2 multipliers and 4 adders per pole-zero
realization (see Figure 2.7a,b). As the multiplier usually consumes more area than the
adder, it can be seen that a significant reduction in area is achieved compared to the two-
multiplier lattice structure. In fact this is the least complex lattice structure among all the
digital lattice structures.18
2.2.4 Four-Multiplier Lattice Structure
Figure 2.8 shows the basic module for the four-multiplier lattice structure. It is
described by the following equations
(n) = c mx .(n)crnu(n)
um (n) = ic.x.(n) + c mu(n)
y (n) = y (n) + v nix(n)
(2.26)
The lattice parameters (km) obtained from Schur algorithm remain the same. The
coefficients ( cm) are related to (k) as follows:
cm =jlkm2. (2.27)
Ym(n) Ym-1(n)Yo(n)
xm(n)
um(n)
kmA
xm-1(n)x0(n)
Avo
um -1(n)u0(n)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: Four - Multiplier Lattice Structure: (a) The basic module,
(b) End connections19
The ladder parameters { vm }are computed from the polynomial expansion
coefficients { nm} as follows:
v= n a1/2
m m m,
where am is computed by Eq. (2.18).
(2.28)
The output norm remains the same and is given by Eq. (2.19). An important feature
of four-multiplier lattice structure is that all of the L2 norms in the feedback portion of the
filter implementation (i.e. all-pole implementation D* (z) /D (Z) )) are unity. Hence,
sometimes it is also referred to as normalized lattice structure. Thus,
11Fm112 = 1. (2.29)
Using Eq. (2.26), the transformation matrix R from the input to the output of the
feedback part of the lattice module (see Figure 2.8a) is given by
Cm
km cm
Xm(n)
um-(n)
R[xm(n)
um
(2.30)
The transformation matrix R is orthogonal in the case of four-multiplier lattice structure,
i.e.
RRT=RTR= I (2.31)
where T implies the transpose operation, and I is a 2 x 2 identity matrix. The
orthogonality property of this transformation plays an important role in reducing the filter
sensitivity to coefficient quantization as will be seen later in Chapter 3. Note that this
transformation matrix represents Givens rotation [8] with angle Om = sin-1 (km) .20
As can be seen from Figure 2.8a,thefour-multiplierlattice module is
architecturally quite complex consisting of 5 multipliers and 3 adders per pole-zero
realization. This is the price paid for normalization, orthogonality and reduced sensitivity.
2.2.5 Scaled Normalized Lattice Structure
The L2 norms of all the internal nodes are not unity in any of the above three lattice
structures. In the four-multiplier lattice structure, only the internal nodes in the feedback
portion of the filter are normalized to one, which minimizes the overflow at these nodes;
however, the intermediate output nodes ym's are not normalized. Yao and Lei [11]
proposed the modified version of the four-multiplier lattice in which all the internal nodes
are normalized to one, and hence is termed as scaled normalized lattice structure.
Figure 2.9 shows the scaled normalized lattice module and the corresponding end
connections for the filter.
The basic module of the scaled normalized lattice filter shown in Figure 2.9a can be
described by the following equations
x _1(n) = c mx (n)kmum(n)
um (n) = kmxm(n) + c mum _1(n)
y (n) = g my _1(n) + vmxm(n)
(2.32)
The lattice parameters {km) obtained from Schur algorithm remain the same. The
parameters { cm} are then computed using Eq. (2.27). The ladder parameters { vm) and {gm}
can be computed from the expansion coefficients {nm as follows:Ym(n)
xm(n)
A vni
u m ( n )
Ym- t(n)Yo(n)
Cm<
xm_1(n)x0(n)
um -1(n)u0(n)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: Scaled Normalized Lattice Structure: (a) The basic module, (b)
End connections
nm
Vm =
n2.
41i=o
=
gm=
=
for m = 0...M and go = 0. (2.33)
21
For this structure, since all of the internal nodes are normalized to one, no scaling is neces-
sary for this lattice structure. However, the complexity of each module is increased to 6
multipliers and 3 adders per pole-zero realization.Yin(n)
xm(n)
um(n)
22
Vkin2
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10:Orthogonal Double Rotation Lattice Structure: (a) The basic
module, (b) End connections
2.2.6 Orthogonal Double Rotation Lattice Structure
The four-multiplier lattice module as described above possesses the important
property that the transformation for the feedback part of the module realizing the
denominator of the transfer function is orthogonal. The non-orthogonal ladder part of the
structure realizing the numerator of the transfer function uses simple "readout" taps which
could make the final output sensitive to the coefficient quantization. Rao and Kailath [13]
proposed an orthogonal double rotation lattice structure in order to compensate for the
above problem. The orthogonal double rotation lattice uses the orthogonal transformations
in realizing both the numerator and the denominator of the transfer function.
The orthogonal double rotation lattice module is shown in Figure 2.10. The
coefficients {km], km2,cml,cm2) for the M-th order filter are derived from the Schur23
algorithm, but the procedure is slightly different from that of the above lattice structures.
The detailed design procedure can be found in [13]. The basic module of the orthogonal
double rotation lattice filter structure shown in Figure 2.10a can be described by the
following equations:
x'(n) = c nix(n)kmym(n)
y(n) =kmxm(n) + cmy(n)
xm(n) = c mx' .(n)k (n)
u(n) =kx'(n) + c u(n) m m Cmum
(2.34)
As shown in Figure 2.10a, the orthogonal double rotation lattice module is quite complex,
having 8 multipliers and 4 adders per pole-zero realization.
2.3 Wave Digital Filter Structures
Wave digital filters (WDFs) represent a class of filters derived from classical LC-
filters [22]. In this approach, an equally terminated LC filter, called the reference filter,
satisfying the prescribed specifications is first designed by using the classical filter
synthesis procedures. Then by replacing analog elements by appropriate digital
realizations, the LC filter is transformed into a wave digital filter. The analogy between a
WDF and its reference filter is based not on the signal quantities in terms voltages and
currents, but on so called wave quantities like reflected and incident waves known from the
classical circuits. Due to the richness of structures available in classical circuits, the wave
digital filters consist of variety of distinct subclasses and families. Lattice and ladder wave
digital filters are two of the popular wave digital structures which are based on LC lattice
and ladder filters, respectively.24
The design of the wave digital filters, however, presents a formidable task since it
requires knowledge of classical filter theory to select the proper reference filter. Gazsi [23]
has derived explicit formulas for designing the lattice wave digital filters of the most
common filter types: Butterworth, Chebyshev and Elliptic. The filters are designed starting
from the specifications in the digital domain, and the design equations are simple enough
so that the design methods can be used without special knowledge of underlying filter
synthesis methods.
In this section, we present a brief overview of the lattice wave digital filter and
highlight some of the important architectural features. The detailed explanation can be
found in [23].
2.3.1 Lattice Wave Digital Filters
The lattice wave digital filters are derived from equally terminated LC lattice filters.
Figure 2.11 shows the wave-flow diagram of a lattice WDF, where Si and S2 are all-pass
functions. These all-pass functions are then realized by cascaded first- and second-order
all-pass sections as shown in Figure 2.12. Each two-port block, as shown in Figure 2.13,
can be described by the following equations:
y1= yx1 + (y+ 1) x2
y2= (1y)x1+ yx2
Thus, the transfer function of the first-degree all-pass section is given by
H1 (z)
Y1 (Z)z1 Y ,
A 1 (Z) yz'
and that of second-degree all-pass section is given by
(2.35)
(2.36)25
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Figure 2.11:Wave Flow Diagram of a Lattice WDF
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The resultant lattice wave digital filter is shown in Figure 2.14, where Y represents the
complementary output realizing the complementary transfer function. Note that the total
number of two-port blocks in the filter is always odd. Hence, it is possible to realize only
the odd-order filter transfer function using the lattice wave digital filter structure. The
value of y is determined based on the type of the filter: Butterworth, Chebyshev or Ellip-
tic, from the filter specifications in digital domain [23].
For each two-port block, the coefficients satisfy ryl < 1. Thus, fractional format
fixed-point representation can be used for implementation of lattice WDF. From
Figure 2.13, the lattice WDF has one multiplier and 3 adders per pole-zero realization and
is in fact simpler than the simplest digital lattice structure namely one-multiplier lattice
structure.X
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Figure 2.14:Block Diagram of Lattice Wave Digital Filter
2.4 Architectural Comparison
In this section, an architectural comparison is carried out of the different digital
filter structures based on complexity of the structure, modularity and pipelinability. Bit-
serial implementation or bit-level pipelining of these structures is also considered.28
Table 2.1:Architectural Complexity for Mth order filter
Filter Structure Number of
Multipliers Number of Adders
Direct Form 2M + 1 2M
Transposed Direct Form 2M + 1 M + 1
Cascade Form 5 (1_ (M+1)/2_1) 3 (L (M+ 1)/2j)
Parallel Form 40_ (M+ 1)/2])+13 (L (M + 1)/2 j)
Two-multiplier Lattice 3M + 1 3M
One-multiplier Lattice 2M + 1 4M
Four-multiplier Lattice 5M + 1 3M
Scaled Normalized Lattice 6M + 1 3M
Orthogonal Double Rotation Lattice 8M + 2 4M
Lattice Wave Digital M 3M + 1
2.4.1 Architectural Complexity
Architectural complexity of a digitalfilter structure depends on the filter
specifications, and the type of arithmetic and number system. For the purpose of
comparison, consider a Mth order filter implemented in two's complement fixed-point
implementation. Table 2.1 shows the number of arithmetic operations needed by each of
the filter structure to realize a Mth order transfer function. Note that the scaling multipliers
(see Chapter 3 for scaling considerations) are not considered here. As can be seen from
Table 2.1, the lattice wave digital filter structure is the most economical structure with only
M multipliers and (3M+1)adders. Usually the multiplier consumes much more area than the
adder. Hence, there will be a significant area improvement in lattice WDF structure
compared to all the other filter structures. The architectural complexity of the one-29
multiplier lattice structure is comparable to the classical BR structures (direct form,
transposed direct form, cascade form and parallel form).
Four-multiplier,scaled normalized and orthogonal double rotationlattice
structures, on the other hand are quite complex. This is the price paid for the orthogonality
property of the transfer function and the reduced sensitivity. Thus, there exists a trade-off
between the architectural complexity and the filter accuracy. The complexity of these
lattice structures can be reduced by using CORDIC structures to perform the orthogonal
transformation [13]. As noted earlier in Section 2.2.4, this orthogonal transformation
essentially represents the Givens rotation. Using the CORDIC algorithm, the four
multiplications required to perform the Givens rotation can be approximated by using
simple shift-and-add operations.
If all the zeros of the filter transfer function are on unit circle, the cascade form
structure involves the least number of arithmetic operations. This is because for this
particular case the coefficients (bkol and { bk2} turn out to be unity, thus reducing number
of multipliers drastically.
All the above structures are canonical. Thus, the required number of unit delays is
the same as the order of the filter transfer function.
2.4.2 Parallelism and Speed Considerations
For digital-filter applications where high sampling rates are required, parallel
processing is necessary. Let T be the time needed to perform all the arithmetic operations
inherent in one filter cycle, and to (tm) be the time needed to perform one addition
(multiplication). The minimum value of T, Tu., that can be achieved by performing
arithmetic operations as far as possible in parallel, is an inverse measure of the inherent30
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Figure 2.15:Critical Path Delay in Four-multiplier Lattice Structure
speed capability or measure of the inherent degree of parallelism of a structure. Tcr
essentially represents the critical path delay for one filter cycle limiting the amount of
parallelism or speed capability that can be achieved for the filter structure. For the purpose
of illustration, consider a second-order four-multiplier latticestructure shown in
Figure 2.15. The critical or the longest path (shown by the dotted line) delay for this four-
multiplier lattice structure is 2 (tm + ta).
Table 2.2 shows the value of Tcr for each of the different filter structures
implementing a Mth-order transfer function. Here it is assumed that tm > ta. For, lattice
wave digital filter M is required to be an odd number, as it can realize only odd-order
transfer functions. From Table 2.2 it can be observed that the transposed form structure has
the least critical path delay which is also independent of the filter order. In general, the
classical IIR structures have lower Tcr implying higher degree of parallelism and speed
capability. The critical path delay in all the digital lattice structures is directly proportional
to the filter order due to the feedback loop. The highly complex lattice structures like four-
multiplier lattice, scaled normalized lattice and orthogonal double rotation lattice have less
critical path delays than the other digital lattice structures. For lattice wave digital filter, the31
critical path delay takes different form depending on the filter order, as shown. Overall, the
inherent speed capability is low in digital lattice structures and lattice wave digital
structure, and high in the classical IIR structures.
2.4.3 Pipelining
In addition to parallelism, another method to improve the efficiency or throughput
of the system is pipelining. Pipelining can be of various types: bit-level (commonly known
as bit-serial architectures), word-level, block-level or systolic. The modularity and the
critical path delay of a filter structure affects the pipelining considerations. The complexity
of each module in the pipeline increases from bit-level to word-level, and from word-level
Table 2.2: Critical Path Delay for Mth order Filter
Filter Structure TCr
Direct Form 2 tm + (M+1) ta
Transposed Direct Form 2 tm + 2 ta
Cascade Form L(Ai + 1) /2_1 (2 tm + 2 ta)
Parallel Form 2 tm + ((I_ (M+ 1)/2j) + 2) ta
Two-multiplier Lattice M (2 tm + 2 ta)
One-multiplier Lattice M (tm + 2 ta)
Four-multiplier Lattice M (tm + ta)
Scaled Normalized Lattice (M+1) tm + M ta
Orthogonal Double Rotation Lattice (M +2) tm + (M+1) ta
Lattice Wave Digital
2t. + 3ta forM = 1
(M+ 5) ( (ta, + 2ta)/4) forM = 3, 7, 11, ...
(M+ 7) ( (tat +2ta) /4) forM = 5, 9, 13, ...32
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Figure 2.16:Two-multiplier Lattice Structure with transferred half-delays
to block-level pipelining. Systolic implementation can be either bit-level or word-level.
Here, we briefly compare the pipelining capabilities of the above different architectures and
site the references of the related work.
The classical IIR structures are not suitable for pipelining. However, the cascade
form structure can itself be considered as a block-level pipeline.
Digital lattice structures are highly modular and possess good pipelining properties.
The digital lattice structures can be pipelined using the cut-set localization procedure [15].
The cut-set localization procedure transfers one-half of each delay on the upper (y(n)) and
the lower (u(n)) paths (see Figure 2.5). This transformation is illustrated for the two-
multiplier lattice structure in Figure 2.16. The half delay can be implemented using time
rescaling. Thus, if one clock cycle represents a half delay, then the input and output data
changes every two clock cycles. With this approach, only the alternate modules are33
operating in any particular clock cycle, while the other modules are idle. The feedback loop
computation in lattice filters limits the sample rate and efficiency of this pipeline. Other
methods to improve the sample rate to any desired level employ scattered-look ahead
technique [16] and constrained filter design approach [17], [18].
Systolic implementation of lattice WDFs has been successfully carried out by
Lawson and Summerfield [20]. A pipelined wave digital filter design for narrow-band
sharp-transition filters has been proposed by Parhi and Chung [19].
Bit-serial architectures employing bit-level pipelining can be used in applications
with lower sampling rate requirements. In bit-serial architectures, the arithmetic operations
are performed on single bit, thus reducing the complexity and area of the architecture.
However, the power dissipation remains the same as in bit-parallel architecture, since the
clock rate of bit-serial circuit is increased in proportion to the signal wordlength.
In a bit-serial implementation of an IIR digital filter, if W is the signal wordlength
used, then each delay Z1 represents a delay of W clock cycles. If a closed loop (i.e. a
feedback loop) contains one Z1, then the total amount of delay in that closed loop due to
the arithmetic operations must be less than or equal to W clock cycles. Thus, the minimum
signal wordlength needed for bit-serial implementation depends on the critical loop delay.
To illustrate this point consider the bit-serial implementation of four-multiplier lattice
structure shown in Figure 2.17. Let Na and Nm be the number of clock cycles required to
perform addition and multiplication respectively. Consider a closed loop as shown by the
dotted line, then the minimum signal wordlength required for its implementation is
W = 2N a+ 2Nar Similarly, as shown in Figure 2.18, the critical loop delay for the
second-order all-pass section of lattice wave digital filter can be shown to be 4N a+ 2Nm.
Table 2.3 shows the minimum signal wordlength required for the bit-serial implementation34
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Figure 2.17:Critical Loop Delay in Four-multiplier Lattice Structure
of the various filter structures. As can be seen, the classical IIR structures have the least
critical loop delay, while the orthogonal double rotation lattice structure has the maximum
critical loop delay.
Table 2.3: The Minimum Signal Wordlength for Bit-serial Implementation
Filter Structure W min
Direct Form 2 Na + Nm
Transposed Direct Form 2 Na + Nm
Cascade Form 2 Na + Nm
Parallel Form 2 Na + Nm
Two-multiplier Lattice 3 Na + 2 Nm
One-multiplier Lattice 5 Na + 2 Nm
Four-multiplier Lattice 2 Na + 2 Nm
Scaled Normalized Lattice 2 Na + 2 Nm
Orthogonal Double Rotation Lattice 3 Na + 3 Nm
Lattice Wave Digital 4 Na + 2 Nm35
Figure 2.18:Critical Loop Delay in Second-order All-pass Section of Lattice WDF36
Chapter 3. OVERVIEW OF FINITE WORD LENGTH EFFECTS IN DIGITAL
FILTERS
The digital filter structures presented above have different properties when
implemented with finite numerical precision. The finite-length register implementation of
the signal variables and the filter coefficients give rise to three type of errors:
Coefficient Quantization Errors: The filter coefficients are normally evaluated to
a high degree of precision during synthesis. In fixed-point implementation, the
effect of coefficient quantization on filter response could be very drastic as in the
case of narrow-band sharp-transition filters.
Product Quantization Errors: Multiplication operation in fixed-point implemen-
tation gives rise to round-off and truncation errors. Multiplication of a B-bit sig-
nal with a B-bit coefficient, in general, results in a 2B-bit product, which must be
rounded or truncated. These product quantization errors give rise to output noise,
commonly referred to as output round-off noise.
Input Quantization Errors: Analog-to-digital conversion process introduces addi-
tional quantization errors in the signals.
The coefficient and product quantization errors affect the digital filter response, and
the objective of this chapter is to analyze these effects. The digital filter structures presented
in Chapter 2 are compared with respect to sensitivity to coefficient quantization and round-
off noise characteristics. Scaling in fixed-point implementation to avoid overflow is
described for each filter structure. Finally the limit cycle oscillations in digital filters are
briefly described.37
3.1 Number Representation and Quantization Error
The implementation of digital filters is usually based on binary number system
using either fixed-point or floating-point arithmetic. Floating-point arithmetic leads to
increased dynamic range and improved accuracy of processing, but it results in increased
hardware costs. As these are crucial factors for real-time hardware implementation, fixed-
point arithmetic is usually preferred over floating-point arithmetic. In binary fixed-point
arithmetic, a real number x can be represented as
B
x =
i=-A-1
(3.1)
where b E {Oa) represents the i-th bit, A is the number of integer bits and B is the num-
ber of fractional bits. The most significant bit (MSB) b_A_I is the sign bit. The "binary
point", analogous to decimal point, is assumed to be between the bits by and bp Usually
fractional format representation (i.e. A=0) is preferred due to its simplicity. The negative
numbers in fixed-point arithmetic can be represented in signed magnitude, one's-comple-
ment or two's-complement format. Two's complement is the most popular of the three and
is defined as
x
x2C= {
2lx1
forx0
forx < 0
(3.2)
An important feature of the one's- or two's -complement addition is that a machine- repre-
sentable sum S = ni + n2 + n3 +...will always be evaluated correctly, even if overflow
occurs in the evaluation of partial sums. In this thesis, fixed-point two's-complement
mixed number format (i.e. integers and fractions) is considered.
Quantization Error: If a number x is quantized, an error E given by
E = x- Q [x] (3.3)38
will be introduced, where Q [x] denotes the quantized value of x. The range ofdepends
on the type of the number representation and also on the type of quantization i.e. trunca-
tion and rounding. For fixed-point two's-complement number representation, the range of
quantization error is [3]
0c7.<q (3.4)
for truncation and
2 R2
(3.5)
for rounding, where q = 2-B is the quantization step if B is the number of fractional bits.
3.2 Coefficient Quantization
Coefficient quantization errors introduce perturbations in the zeros and poles of the
transfer function, which in turn manifest themselves as errors in the frequency response.
Product quantization errors, however, can be regarded as noise sources which give rise to
output round-off noise. Since the importance of the two types of errors can vary
considerably from with the application, it is frequently advantageous to use different word
lengths for the coefficient and signal values. The coefficient and signal wordlengths are
chosen to satisfy prescribed frequency response and signal-to-noise ratio specifications.
To analyze the effects of coefficient quantization on the filter response, the
sensitivity of the filter with respect to parameter variations must be examined. The
sensitivity of the filter transfer function H(z) with respect to the variations in coefficient ci
is defined as
do)) elw)
aci (3.6)39
A detailed sensitivity analysis for the general case of all filters is complex and
simulations are often used for determining the required coefficient wordlength. An
alternative approach is to employ a statistical method given by Crochiere [21]. A detailed
description of this method can also be found in [3]. This method gives a fairly accurate
estimate of the required coefficient wordlength.
First we will demonstrate the effect of coefficient quantization on poles and zeros
of the direct form structures. Then, we will provide a brief qualitative comparison of
sensitivity properties of various digital filter structures described in the previous chapter.
The detailed sensitivity comparison of these filter structures will be carried out through
fixed-point simulations described in Chapter 4.
3.2.1 Sensitivity Properties of Direct Form IIR Filter Structures
The system transfer function of the direct form IIR structure is given by
M
b
1=co B (z)
H (z)
A (z) M
1 +
I
1=1
(3.7)
Consider the effect of quantizing the denominator coefficients on the locations of the poles
of the system. Note that the quantization error in a given coefficient affects all the poles of
the system function. To quantify this effect, suppose that the denominator of H(z) be
expressed as
M M
A (z) = 1 + = f[ ( 1pkz1)
1 =1 k =1
(3.8)40
The error in the location of the i-th pole due to variations in the parameters {ak} can
be expressed as
api
°Pi Za-kAak k=1
for i = 1, 2,...,M. (3.9)
where A ak is the quantization error in the coefficient ak.
Using Eq. (3.8) and the following property
aA (z) api aA (z)
az)z=Praakaa aakz=pi
it follows that
apt
aak
(3.10)
(3.11)
Eq. (3.11) provides the measure of the sensitivity of the i-th pole to the quantization error
in the k-th coefficient of A(z). Eq. (3.9) can then be rewritten as below to determine the
total change in the pole pi due to all the changes in the denominator coefficients.
M PM-k ,
API = M A ak
k =1
1=1
1*1
(3.12)
The terms (pipi) in the denominator of Eq. (3.12) represent vectors in the z-
plane from the poles {pi} to the pole pi. If the poles are tightly clustered, as they will be
in a narrow-band filter, the lengths will be small. This will contribute to large
errors and hence to a large perturbation in pi. The error Api can be minimized by
maximizing the lengths Ipipi' which can be accomplished by realizing the high-order
filter with either first-order or second-order filter sections. If the complex-valued poles41
(zeros) are combined to form the second-order filter sections, the perturbation errors
{ Api} are minimized because the complex-valued poles (zeros) are usually sufficiently
far apart. This explains the motivation behind the cascade and parallel form structures.
3.2.2 Sensitivity Properties of Cascade and Parallel Form Structures
The cascade form structure is in general more robust to coefficient quantization
errors than parallel form structure [1]. This is because the coefficients {aid and { bk } in the
cascade form structure determine the location of poles and zeros of the system respectively
(see Eq. (2.2), Eq. (2.5)), thus giving better control of the poles and zeros location in the
fixed-point implementations. On the other hand, the parallel realization provides direct
control of the location of poles of the system. As the numerator coefficients do not specify
the location of the zeros directly (for example, the zeros may have been realized through
cancellation of some numerator coefficients), it's difficult to determine the effect of
quantization errors in the numerator coefficients on the location of zeros of the system. In
fixed-point implementation of parallel form structure, the coefficient quantization is likely
to produce significant perturbation of the zero positions, thus affecting the stop-band
attenuation.
3.2.3 Sensitivity Properties of Digital Lattice Structures
Digital lattice structures, in general, have better sensitivity properties than the direct
form structure [7]. Four- multiplier lattice, scaled normalized lattice and orthogonal double
rotation lattice structures have good sensitivity properties due to the orthogonal properties
of the transformation from the input to the output of the feedback part of the lattice module
(see Figure 2.8a, Eq. (2.30) and Eq. (2.31)). The orthogonality of the transformation
preserves the losslessness property of the circuit even under perturbations in the lattice
coefficients (Orchard [14]). In other words, in the passband, the first-order differential
change in 1H (eiw) I with respect to variations in any lattice parameter { ki } is identically42
zero because of the orthogonal properties of the transformation. Hence, these lattice
structures possess excellent passband sensitivity properties. In practice, however, the exact
orthogonality of the transformation cannot be ensured with finite bit implementations. The
transformation indicated by the lattice parameters has to be implemented using multipliers
and Orchard's argument [14] does not hold with respect to the perturbations in these
multiplier coefficients individually. For example, one of the multiplier coefficients in
Figure 2.8a can always be perturbed to yield a magnitude transfer greater than 1 (indicating
loss of passivity) in the passband of the filter.
3.2.4 Sensitivity Properties of Lattice Wave Digital Filters
Wave digital filters have very good passband sensitivity properties [22]. These
properties are attributed to their reference filters, equally terminated LC filters, which are
inherently low-sensitivity structures [3]. The lattice wave digital filters have low sensitivity
to coefficient quantization at passband frequencies, but the sensitivity at stopband
frequencies can be quite high. This is because the transmission zeros are realized by the
exact cancellation of the signals through top and bottom halves of the filter structure (see
Figure 2.14). A class of wave digital filters which has better sensitivity properties at both
passband as well as stopband frequencies is Ladder Wave Digital Filters [3], however, the
ladder wave digital filters are not easy to design.
3.3 Product Quantization
The product quantization error is usually modelled as an additive noise sequence
e(n). The output of a finite-word-length multiplier with truncation or rounding can be
expressed as
Q [c(n) ] = c(n) + e (n) (3.13)
where c:x (n) and e (n) are the exact product and the quantization error respectively. Ax(n) Q[ci x(n)]
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e(n)
Figure 3.1: Product Quantization: Noise Model for a Multiplier
fixed-point multiplier can be represented by the model depicted in Figure 3.1, where e (n)
is an additive noise source.
To simplify the analysis, we make following assumptions about the quantization
noise source e (n) :
i)The quantization noise source e (n) due to rounding or truncation is a wide-
sense stationary white noise process.
ii)e (n) is uniformly distributed over one quantization interval.
iii) e (n)is uncorrelated to the input to the corresponding quantizer, all other
quantization noise sources, and the input to the system.
For two's-complement fixed-point arithmetic, the mean and variance of product
quantization noise in case of rounding are given as
2
me0 G2 = e e12 (3.14)
where q = 2-B is the quantization step if B is the number of fractional bits. The mean and
variance in case of truncation are given by
m =9,a2=L2
e2e12 (3.15)44
To determine the mean and variance of the output noise sequence, let's consider a linear
system with system transfer function He(z) with a white noise input e(n) and the corre-
sponding output y(n). Then, it can be shown that [2] the mean of the output is
my = me
n = -co
the power spectral density
S(CO) = C52 IH
YY e
and the variance of the
,2
272_cn
Using Parseval's
00
a202 E ihe(n)12
n = 00
he (n) = meH (ei°)
of the output is
i12
e(e-m ) I+ 27cm28
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(03)'
be
also be expressed [2] as
-1)i d He (z) He(Z
-1) z.
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)
e 21rj
In the presence of two or more quantization noise sources that are uncorrelated to each
other, the output variance is sum of the contributions from the individual noise sources.
To illustrate the use of above results consider the transposed direct form structure
as shown in Figure 3.2a. A quantization noise source has been introduced after each
multiplication. Figure 3.2b shows an equivalent linear noise model where the resulting
quantizationnoisesourcesarecombinedintoasinglenoisesource
e (n)= e bo (n) + e bi (n) + . . . + e bm (n) + e ai (n) + . . . +e am (n) .45
ebo(n)
(a)
e(n)
y(n)
(b)
y(n)
Figure 3.2:Product Quantization:(a)Linear noise model for a
transposed direct form structure, (b) Equivalent linear noise model with
noise sources combined.46
From this equivalent model, Eq. (3.14) and Eq. (3.15) it follows that the output
round-off noise variance due to rounding or truncation is
a2 = (2M+ 1)
122/cif
A(z)z1A (
dz.
CI)
(3.19)
Here we have assumed that the (2M+1) noise sources are uncorrelated and hence the total
output round-off noise variance is (2M+1) times the variance contribution from a single
1
z)
i noise source. The noise transfer function is given by He (z) =
A
Viz)indicating that the
round-off noise generated in the filter structure gets shaped by an all-pole transfer function
of the filter.
The above approach can be extended to other filter structures as well. However, it
may not be always easy to compute the round-off noise variance, as it may involve,
depending on the particular filter structure, the computation of the transfer function from
each internal node to the output. The most effective approach is often to simulate the
system and measure its performance. Simulations for round-off noise calculations are
described in the next chapter. Here, we briefly highlight the round-off noise characteristics
of the different filter structures described in Chapter 2.
3.3.1 Round-off Noise Properties of Cascade and Parallel Form Structures
Consider a cascade form structure as shown in Chapter 2 Figure 2.3. If each second-
order filter section in cascade form realization is implemented in transposed direct form,
then the quantization noise generated in each second-order filter section is shaped by the
all-pole transfer function of that section and the transfer functions of the subsequent
sections. Thus, the total output round-off noise of a cascade form structure depends on the
pairing of zeros and poles to form the second-order sections and on the ordering of the47
resultant second-order sections. Jackson proposed the following guidelines [6] for optimal
pairing and ordering:
i) A pair of complex-conjugate poles (zeros) or two real-valued poles (zeros) are
grouped together so that the resultant coefficients {ak} and {bk} are always
real.
ii) The poles are paired with the zeros that are closest to them in the decreasing
order of pole Q i.e. closeness to the unit circle. This introduces the pole-zero
cancellation effect reducing the peak gain of the section.
iii) The resulting second-order sections are ordered according to the decreasing
order of their pole Q.
Both cascade and parallel form structures are usually superior to direct form
structures in terms of round-off noise. Jackson [6] has shown that the parallel form structure
has better round-off noise characteristics than the cascade form structure.
3.3.2 Round-off Noise Properties of Digital Lattice Structures
The detailed study of round-off noise properties of lattice filter structures can be
found in [9]. Lattice filter structures, in general, have better round-off noise properties than
direct form structures. The four-multiplier lattice structure is shown to be superior even to
the parallel form structure [9]. The scaled normalized lattice structure has lower output
round-off noise gain than the four-multiplier lattice structure [11].
3.3.3 Round-off Noise Properties of Lattice Wave Digital Filters
Lattice wave digital filters are also known to have good round-off noise properties
[22], [24] and [25].48
More detailed comparison of these filter structures in terms of round-off noise
characteristics is given in the next chapter.
3.4 Dynamic Range and Scaling
In the fixed-point implementation, if the amplitude of internal signals is allowed to
exceed the maximum signal range, overflow will occur and the output signal will be
severely distorted. On the other hand, if all the signal amplitudes throughout the filter are
scaled unduly low, the filter will be operating inefficiently and the signal-to-noise ratio will
be poor. Therefore, for optimum filter performance appropriate signal scaling must be
employed.
A scaling technique applicable to one's- or two's-complement implementations
was proposed by Jackson [5]. In this technique a scaling multiplier is used at the input of
the filter section with its constant S chosen such that amplitudes of multiplier inputs are
bounded by M if Ix (n)M. Under these circumstances, adder outputs are also bounded
by M and cannot overflow. This is due to the characteristic of one's- or two's complement
arithmetic that a machine representable sum is always evaluated correctly even if over flow
does occur in one of the partial sums. There are four different methods for the determination
of S, and hence four different types of scaling [27]. In this section we explain each of these
four types of scaling and identify the corresponding worst-case signal [4] for which the
scaling limit is reached. Three of these types are based on Lp-norm notation [28]. Then in
the next section, we describe the scaling for each of the specific filter structure: cascade
form structure, digital lattice structures and lattice wave digital filter structure.
For the purpose of discussion, let us denote the impulse response from the input
x (n) to the kth node in the filter structure by hk (n) , and the signal value at the kth node
by wk (n),then from the convolution summation49
00
wk (n) = hk (i) x (ni) (3.20)
t=o
3.4.1 Scaling for Signum Signal ( L1 Scaling)
The signum signal is the absolute worst-case signal filter can endure. If the input
signal x (n) is bounded by Ix (n)M, then the absolute value of the wk (n) will be
bounded by
00
Iwk(n)1 Ihk(i)I (3.21)
=o
and the L1 norm of hk (n) is defined as
00
II HkIIl =E Ihk(n)1. (3.22)
=o
To guarantee that any internal node magnitude I wk (n) I does not exceed the input signal
magnitude M, the input signal x (n) must be scaled by the maximum norm. Thus, the
scaling factor S is given by
1 1
max
k[111411
k
Ihk(n)1
max
Lc.°=o
(3.23)
The above scaling guarantees that overflow will never occur as long as the input signal is
bounded as prescribed. This is the most conservative scaling rule for systems and typically
results in low signal-to-noise ratios under normal conditions and hence, is rarely used in
practice. The worst-case signal that will reach this limit is signum signal given by
x(ni) = sgn [hk (i)=LAI
forhk (i) > 0
forhk (i) < 0 (3.24)50
3.4.2 Scaling for Sinusoidal Signal (L. Scaling)
Another important worst-case signal is a sine wave of amplitude M at the resonant
frequency of the filter. The resulting scaling corresponds to
lwk (n)I111411.11M 1. (3.25)
A sine wave of amplitude M would have an L1 norm of II XII 1 = M, assuming the
sequence x (n) is absolutely summable. The L. norm just means the absolute maximum
of the sequence, thus
=1(73.1177c1Hk(eiw)1
The appropriate scaling factor forscaling is then given by
1
mkax [II liklico]
1
max
k, I<niiik(ejw)l
(3.26)
(3.27)
The L. scaling bounds the peak amplitude response of the filter, given a sinusoidal input.
3.4.3 Scaling for White Noise (L2 Scaling)
Another approach to scaling is to ensure that the total energy of each node variable
sequence is less than or equal to the total energy of the input sequence. This corresponds to
the worst-case signal of white noise with unit variance. It can be described as
Iwk (n) I5- II411 21I XII 2
where the L2 norm is defined as
(3.28)
III 4112 = hk(i) (3.29)
= oThe scaling factor S is then given by
S (3.30)
max
1
[111411 k 2
It can be shown that (3]
IIHkll2`IIHkII.IIHkaII.
Hence, the L2 scaling is the least conservative among the three.
(3.31)
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Note that the L2 scaling does not bound the peak amplitude of the signal; it only
bounds the average value of the signal and reduces the probability of overflow rather than
the possibility of overflow. Thus, the sine wave input at resonant frequency would far
exceed the L2 norm, greatly increasing the probability of overflow. The L2 scaling works
well for broad-band signals with energy scattered across the spectrum, but is not
appropriate for narrow-band deterministic signals.
3.4.4 Scaling for DC (DC Stabilization Rule)
The scaling rule is given by
S
1 (3.32)
max
hk(n)]
= 0
This is not a norm, but it is certainly useful rule for scaling filters. This scaling corre-
sponds to normalizing the filter node impulse response to be unity for a DC input signal,
or a worst-case signal of x (n) = M. This scaling rule does not rule out the possibility of
overflow anywhere except at dc (co = 0). This is fairly safe bound for low-frequency
region signals like audio signals.52
3.5 Application of Scaling
In this section, we describe the scaling for each of the specific filter structure
discussed in Chapter 2: cascade form structure, lattice structures and lattice wave digital
filter structure.
3.5.1 Scaling for Cascade Form Structure
Consider the cascade realization of H(z), where each second order section has a
transfer function of the form
n
+ kiZ I+ 142-2
Hk (Z)
bo=1 1akl-14ak2-
2 (3.33)
The overall gain constant by can now be placed anywhere along the cascade.
However, a better approach is to distribute the gain among all the K stages of the cascade
so that overflow is just avoided at each stage of the cascade. This distribution is represented
by
K1 +bklz 1 + k2Z-2
Hk(Z) =
1 + az
1 2
k = 1 kl 4.ak2Z
K
where bo = nsk.
k = 1
(3.34)
The resultant cascade structure is shown in Figure 3.3. The scaling multipliers can
be incorporated into the numerator coefficients of the individual sections transfer functions.
Thus, the transfer function H(z) can be expressed as in Eq. (2.2), wherebko=skand
bki=bkixskfor i = 1,2.Figure 3.3: Scaling in cascade form structure.
HK(z)
53
y(n)
Due to the ease of computing Lc., norms in cascade form structures, here we will
consider L. scaling (i.e. scaling for sinusoidal signals) to determine the scaling factors sk.
The scaling factor is then given by
Sk
1
maxIHi ("1
Rol < ICk
where IHik (Z)1 is the transfer function from the input to the ith node of the kth section of
the cascade. If each second-order section is assumed to be implemented in transposed
direct form as shown in Figure 2.3b, the only critical signal nodes are the outputs of the
adders. In two's-complement arithmetic, the overflows in partial sums are permitted as far
as the final sum is within dynamic range. Hence, it is sufficient to ensure that the final out-
put adder of each second order section does not overflow. Then, Eq. (3.35) can be rewrit-
ten as
(3.35)
1
Sk
max IHk (ein
10)1 < ICk
1
max
<
k - 1
H k (e)) S(e °)
1 = 1
(3.36)
where 11-4 (z)1 is the transfer function from the input to the output of the kth section of the
cascade. The last scaling constant sK is chosen to satisfy bo = Sk.
k = 154
3.5.2 Scaling for Digital Lattice Structures
Here we consider L2 scaling of the two-multiplier, one-multiplier and four-
multiplier lattice structures. This is because the L2 norm of any internal node in these lattice
structures is simple to compute as described in Section 2.2. The scaled normalized lattice
filter structure does not need scaling as all the internal nodes are normalized. L2 scaling can
also be applied to the orthogonal double rotation lattice structure, but we have not
considered the scaling of the orthogonal double rotation lattice structure because of some
numerical sensitivity problems we experienced in design of this filter structure.
One important characteristic of the lattice structures is that for a stable transfer
function H(z), all lattice parameters [km} are bounded by unity. Thus for scaling
considerations, a fixed-point representation with fractional format is chosen i.e. the input
signal x (n) is bounded by Ix (n) I5. 1,.In this case, the overflow occurs whenever any
multiplier input exceeds unity.
The modified version of the general configuration of digital lattice structure which
incorporates scaling is shown in Figure 3.4. The input scaling factor is then given by
Module
1
END
Connections
Figure 3.4: The general configuration of digital lattice structure
incorporating scalingSFi =
1
II-E112
(3.37)
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where II kII2 is the maximum norm at any internal node in the all-pole implementation of
1/D (z) (i.e. the feed-back part of the lattice structure).
Fractional format fixed-point implementation of the numerator polynomial
1/N (z) requires that: 1) the ladder parameters be as large as possible without exceeding
unity; 2) the scaled output norm II F'be as close to II F112 as possible without exceeding
it. This is achieved as follows [101:
i)Each ladder parameter { v. } is optimized such that
1
5. 2
.5.11Fm112
< 1
II Ph
(3.38)
where S. is the positive number of shifts with m = 0, 1,...,M +1. The ladder parame-
tersv. } are then correspondingly multiplied by 2-s,and the left shift of S. is intro-
duced in the signal path as shown in Figure 3.5.
ii) The output scaling factor is then chosen as
SFouT w111112
where w is given as
W =
4 V
for v
II FyII2
1- 2-B max II FII2
IlFy112
forum
IlFy112
111112 111112
(3.39)
(3.40)
where vmis defined as the maximum of all the ladder parameters { v. } and B is the
number of fractional bits.IT
Ym-1(n) Yo(n)
xm-1(n) x0(n)
Av'o
0
um -1(n) u0(n)
(a) (b)
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Figure 3.5: Scaled Two-Multiplier Lattice Structure: (a) The basic module, (b) End
connections
The scaled ladder parameter v'm is then given by
vi. = v. (2-sn'/ w).
Note that as a result of the above steps the required constraints H FA 5. 1 and I v'.I < 1 are
satisfied.
The basic module of a scaled two-multiplier lattice structure is shown in Figure 3.5a
and the corresponding end connections in Figure 3.5b. The one-multiplier lattice structure
and four-multiplier lattice structure are modified similarly. In case of four-multiplier lattice
structure, all internal nodes in the all-pole implementation being normalized to one,
11 F112= 1. Hence, from Eq. (3.38), S. = 0 for all m = 0, 1, ..., M + 1. The ladder
parameters are, thus, scaled by w only.57
3.5.3 Scaling for Lattice Wave Digital Filters
Wave digital filters are known to have inherently good dynamic range [26]. Optimal
scaling of the lattice wave digital filter with lattice branches realized by cascaded first and
second-order all-pass sections, for sinusoidal excitation is described in [23]. It leads to
different structures for a two-port bock depending on the multiplier value y, as shown in
Figure 3.6. Note that the multiplier coefficient a is always positive and not larger than one-
half.
3.6 Limit Cycle Oscillations
In the realization of a digital filter, the quantization inherent in the finite-precision
arithmetic operations render the system nonlinear. In IIR or recursive systems, these
nonlinearities often cause periodic oscillations to occur at the output, even when the input
sequence is zero or some nonzero constant value. Such oscillations in IIR systems are
called limit cycles. Two types of limit cycles can be identified:
i)Granularity Limit Cycles: These are low-level oscillations resulting from the
quantization errors due to round-off or truncation.
ii) Overflow Limit Cycles: These oscillations are attributed to the overflow in
additions. Their amplitudes can be quite large, sometimes as large as the maxi-
mum signal handling capacity of the hardware.
3.6.1 Elimination of Quantization Limit Cycles
One approach is to use sufficiently large signal word length to ensure that the
amplitude of the limit cycle is small enough to meet some system specifications imposed
by the application. Bounds on the limit cycle amplitude that can be used in this approach
have been deduced by Sandberg and Kaiser [29], and Green and Turner [30]. The otherI
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1 >7> 1/2
a = 1-y
1 /2>y>0
a =y
a = y = 0
-1/2 <y<0
a = -y
-1 <y< -1/2
a = 1 +y
Figure 3.6: Different Structures for the two-port adaptor yielding scaling
for sinusoidal excitation59
(a) (b)
M x
Figure 3.7: (a) Transfer characteristic of One's- or Two's-complement fixed-point
adder, (b) Transfer characteristic of adder incorporating saturation mechanism.
approach entails the elimination of limit cycles altogether. A method based on Lyapunov
function related to the power stored in the digital filter was used by Mills, Mullis and
Roberts [31], and Vaidyanathan and Liu [32] to derive digital filter structures which
support the elimination of limit cycles. Using the concepts analogous to passivity in analog
systems, the orthogonal double rotation lattice structures [13]and wave digital filter
structures [22] have been shown to support the elimination of limit cycles.
3.6.2 Elimination of Overflow Limit Cycles
Overflow limit cycles can be avoided to a large extent by applying strict scaling
rules. The problem with this approach is the resulting poor signal-to-noise ratio. Another
approach to avoid overflow limit cycles is to incorporate saturation mechanisms in the
adders [33]. In one's- or two's complement fixed-point implementations, the transfer
characteristic of adders is periodic as shown in Figure 3.7a. Consequently, the overflow
results in an unduly large error. The adder incorporating the saturation mechanism as
shown in Figure 3.7b can be used to minimize errors resulting from overflow and to
eliminate the overflow oscillations.60
Chapter 4. SIMULATION RESULTS
Various simulations are performed to give better insight into the performance of
different digital filter structures for narrow-band sharp-transition filter applications.
Narrow-band means that the filter bandwidth is less than 5% of the sampling frequency.
Similarly, sharp-transition implies that the transition width of less than 5% of the sampling
frequency. The performance of the digital filter structures described in Chapter 2 is
compared.
MATLAB programs were written to synthesize the above filter structure
parameters. C programs were written to simulate the time-domain and frequency response
of the filter structures for two cases of precision:
i)Double-precision floating point implementation
ii) Two's-complement fixed-point arithmetic with truncation: This simulates the
actual hardware implementation of the filter structure so as to observe finite
word length effects on the filter structure. Binary addition, subtraction, right or
left shift and multiplication operation routines simulating the hardware were
written in C for two's-complement mixed number fixed-point arithmetic. Over-
flow was allowed in all the cases as in a practical implementation. However,
overflow detection routines were written to set a flag on overflow.
All of the digital lattice structures and lattice wave digital filter are implemented
using fixed-point fractional format representation. For the cascade form structure, mixed
format representation is used to represent the coefficients greater than one. In order to have
a common basis for comparison, the same number of bits (or wordlength) are used for all
the structures. For the cascade structure, the signal (coefficient) wordlength was divided61
into two parts: an integer part consisting of one bit and a fractional part of the remaining
bits.
The rest of the chapter presents the simulation results for the comparison of the
different digital filter structures on the basis of
i)Performance in fixed-point implementation
ii) Round-off noise characteristics
iii) Dynamic range for three different types of inputs: sine wave, white noise and
impulse input.
4.1 Design Examples
Three different low-pass filters were designed in the decreasing orders of
bandwidth (BW) and transition width (TW) as shown in Table 4.1 with the sampling
Table 4.1: Filter Specifications
Filter TypeFilter OrderBandwidthTransition
Width
Passband
Ripple in
dB
Stopband
Attenuation
in dB
Butterworth 3 0.035 0.325 0.5 40
Chebyshev 5 0.025 0.02 0.5 50
Elliptic 7 0.015 0.005 0.5 65
frequency being normalized to one. Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.3 show the transfer function and
the corresponding pole-zero plot for the designed Butterworth, Chebyshev and elliptic low-
pass filters respectively. The pole-zero plots of these filters clearly show the well-known62
H B (Z)
Poles Zeros
0.8239+0.2317i -1.0
0.8239- 0.2317i -1.0
0.7263 -1.0
1 + 3z-I + 3z2 +23
345.1 - 819.3z-I + 665.8z-2 - 183.62
3
Figure 4.1: Third-order Butterworth Filter: its transfer function, and poles and zeros.
lo-6Lo.49 + 2.45z-I + 4.89z-2 + 4.89z-3 + 2.45z-4 + 0.49z1
He (z) =
1- 4.79+ 9.19z-28.86z-3 + 4.29C4-0.83z-5
Poles Zeros
0.9703 + -1.0039 +
0.1555i 0.0039i
0.9703 - 0.1555i -1.0039 -
0.0039i
0.9504 + -0.9961 +
0.09381 0.0039i
0.9504 - 0.0938i -0.9961 -
0.0039i
0.9445 -1.0000
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Figure 4.2: Fifth -order Chebyshev Filter: its transfer function, and poles and zeros63
effect of pole clustering near z = 1 due to narrow bandwidth which makes the filter
structure sensitive to the coefficient quantization.
The different filters were designed as follows. First, lattice WDF was designed from
the filter specifications (attenuation, passband, etc.) using the algorithms given by Gazsi
[23]. This transfer function was then used for the synthesis procedures described in Chapter
2 to obtain the parameters of the digital lattice filters and the cascade form structure.
Appropriate Signal scaling was applied in all the structures as explained in Chapter 3.
In calculating the coefficients for orthogonal double rotation (ODR) lattice
structure, the synthesis procedure appeared to be numerically very sensitive. Consequently,
for the third-order Butterworth low-pass filter, the ODR coefficients given in [13] were
used for simulation. Due to the same numerical problems, it was not possible to obtain the
- 10-4 [1.23- 6.05z
1+10.75z-25.93z3-5.93z-4 + 10.75z-56.05z-6+ 1.23z-7)
H E (Z)
-6.8821 + 20.28z-2-33.25z-3 + 32.74z-4-19.36z-5 + 6.37z-60.927
Poles Zeros
0.9921+0.094310.9697+0.24451
0.9921- 0.094310.9697- 0.2445i
0.9847+0.081010.9888+0.14911
0.9847-0.081010.9888- 0.1491i
0.9756+0.049610.9918+0.12741
0.9756- 0.0496i0.9918- 0.1274i
0.9706 -1.0000
0.
0.6
0.
02
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.....
....
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Figure 4.3: Seventh-order Elliptic Filter: its transfer function, and poles and zeros64
ODR coefficients for the other examples and thus, no comparison results are available of
this filter structure for the other examples presented in this chapter.
For the case of Chebyshev and elliptic filters, the fixed-point implementation of
two-multiplier lattice structure becomes difficult due to the effect of pole-clustering. The
clustering of poles near z = 1 in the z-plane causes the k-parameters to approach their
maximum value of one. This results in very large L2 norms at the internal nodes of the two-
multiplier lattice filter structure (see Chapter 2 Eq. (2.20)). In order to insure against the
overflow, the input is scaled down by the reciprocal of the maximum norm value. This
results in very low input scaling factors, thus requiring larger coefficient wordlength for
implementation. For the Chebyshev filter, the minimum signal wordlength needed to
implement the two-multiplier structure is 14, while for the elliptic filter it is 26.
4.2 Performance in Fixed-Point Implementation
Simulations comparing the frequency response of the filter structure in the fixed-
point implementation with the ideal filter response are discussed in this section. The
deviation of the implemented transfer function from the ideal one was used as a measure
for performance comparison in the fixed-point implementation. The magnitude response of
the implemented filter structure was measured for different wordlengths by applying a sine
wave input signal and sweeping its frequency from zero to half the sampling frequency. At
each discrete frequency, the steady state gain was measured. Sufficiently low amplitude of
the sine wave was applied so as to minimize the overflow problems. Fixed-point
simulations of the seven digital filter structures being considered were performed by
varying the signal bits (Ws) and coefficient bits (We) for the three filter examples, and the
frequency response was evaluated for each case.65
For the fixed-point implementation, each filter parameter was quantized separately.
Hence, the four-multiplier, orthogonal double rotation and scaled normalized lattice
structures may not be orthogonal. (see Chapter 2 Eq. (2.31)). Similarly, the scaling
parameters were also subjected to coefficient quantization.
4.2.1 Butterworth Filter Example
For the Butterworth low-pass filter, the Ws and We were varied from 10 to 18 bits
in steps of 4. The frequency response of the filter structures for some selected cases is
shown in Figure 4.4.
From Figure 4.4 it can be observed that as the signal and coefficient bits increase,
the difference between the ideal and the implemented transfer function frequency response
decreases. Even at low signal and coefficient wordlengths of 10 bits, all the filter structures
perform reasonably well providing attenuation of about 30 dB. All the filter structures
satisfy the filter specifications for the signal and coefficient wordlengths of 14 bits. The
orthogonal lattice structures; namely the four-multiplier lattice structure, the scaled
normalized lattice structure and the orthogonal double rotation lattice structure follow the
ideal filter response very closely even at lower number of bits, implying the good
sensitivity properties. This low sensitivity to coefficient quantization is due to the
orthogonality property of these structures. The cascade form structure and the two-
multiplier structure tend to have similar performance for all the cases. The one-multiplier
lattice and the lattice WDF have better performance than the two-multiplier lattice structure
and the cascade form structure especially at smaller wordlengths of 10 and 14 bits.0
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4.2.2 Chebyshev Filter Example
The signal and coefficient wordlengths were varied from 12 to 20 bits for the
Chebyshev filter and the corresponding frequency response is shown in Figure 4.5.
For Chebyshev low-pass filter example, the effects of narrow bandwidth and sharp
transition width on the filter performance of various structures can be clearly seen from
Figure 4.5. The clustering of poles and zeros near z = 1 due to narrow bandwidth and
transition width makes the filter structures very sensitive to coefficient quantization. As
already explained, the two-multiplier structure can not be implemented with less than 16
bits due to very low input scaling factor. The frequency response of the cascade form
structure, the one-multiplier structure and the lattice wave digital filteris highly
deteriorated at 12 bits. The orthogonal lattice structures are able to meet the filter
specifications of 50 dB attenuation even at 12 bits. As the number of bits increase, the
frequency response of all the structures improves considerably. The orthogonal lattice
structures: the four-multiplier lattice structure and the scaled normalized lattice structure
have very similar performance and show very good sensitivity properties in both passband
as well as stopband. For all the cases, the one-multiplier lattice structure has better stopband
attenuation than the lattice WDF by about 10 dB. The lattice WDF in turn has better
stopband attenuation than the cascade form structure by about 10 dB. The lattice WDF has
better passband response than the one-multiplier lattice structure and the cascade form
structure from wordlengths of Ws=20 bits and 147c=12 bits onwards.Chebyshev Filter: Ws=12 bits and Wc=12 bits
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4.2.3 Elliptic Filter Example
For elliptic filter example, the simulations were carried out by varying the signal
and coefficient bits from 14 to 22 respectively. The frequency response of different filter
structures is shown in Figure 4.6.
The two-multiplier lattice could not be implemented as it needs a minimum of 26
bits to represent the input scaling factor. As the number of bits are reduced to 14, the
cascade form structure gets highly affected providing only 15 dB attenuation. The
frequency response of the one-multiplier lattice structure and the lattice WDF is also
distorted showing the maximum attenuation of 50 dB at 14 bits. On the other hand, the
orthogonal lattice structures show about 60 dB of attenuation at 14 bits, thus barely missing
the filter specifications by 5 dB. With 18 or more bits, the orthogonal lattice structure
follows the ideal response very closely (the maximum difference is about 3 dB). The one-
multiplier lattice structure has better stopband attenuation than the lattice WDF by about
10 to 15 dB. However, the lattice WDF has better passband sensitivity than the one-
multiplier lattice structure. For W.22 bits and Wc=18 bits, the one-multiplier lattice
structure and the orthogonal lattice structures exhibit almost ideal filter response.
From Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.6, the following observations can be made about the
sensitivity properties of various filter structures:
i)The four-multiplier and the scaled normalized lattice structure have almost
identical performance for all the cases. This is expected due to the similarities
in lattice or feedback part of their structures. The scaled normalized lattice is
just a modified version of four-multiplier lattice structure, where the ladder
parameters are modified to scale all the internal nodes to one.0
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ii) Passband Sensitivity:
The passband sensitivity of the four-multiplier lattice and the scaled
normalized lattice are found to be superior to all the other filter struc-
tures. This is due to the orthogonality property of these structures.
The lattice WDF also shows good passband sensitivity at moderate sig-
nal and coefficient wordlengths of about 14 bits in the case of Cheby-
shev filter and 18 bits in the case of Elliptic filter. For smaller
wordlengths its passband gets highly distorted failing to meet the spec-
ification of maximum allowable passband ripple of 0.5 dB.
The one-multiplier lattice structure has poorer passband performance
than the lattice WDF, but it has better passband sensitivity than the cas-
cade and the two-multiplier lattice structure. In the case of Chebyshev
and elliptic filters, the one-multiplier lattice structure fails to satisfy the
passband ripple requirements for wordlengths of less than 14 bits.
The cascade form structure has poor passband sensitivity properties and
usually require quite high number of bits of the order of 18 to satisfy
the passband requirements.
The two-multiplier structure has the worst passband sensitivity espe-
cially in very narrow bandwidth cases such as Chebyshev and elliptic
filters.
For Butterworth filter, the orthogonal double rotation lattice structure
has slightly poorer passband sensitivity than the four-multiplier and the
scaled normalized lattice structures.81
iii) Stopband Sensitivity:
The four-multiplier and the scaled normalized lattice structures have
better stopband sensitivity than all the other structures.
One-multiplier lattice structure has better stopband sensitivity than the
lattice WDF, providing better stopband attenuation by about 10 dB than
the lattice WDF in Chebyshev and elliptic filters.
The poor stopband sensitivity of the lattice WDF is expected because
the zeros are realized through cancellation of signals between the two
paths of lattice structure which is not carried out effectively in finite
arithmetic. However, the lattice WDF has better stopband attenuation
by about 5 dB than the cascade form structure in case of Chebyshev
and elliptic filters. For Butterworth filter, the lattice WDF, the two-mul-
tiplier lattice structure and the cascade form structure have almost simi-
lar stopband attenuation at moderate wordlengths of 14 bits
The cascade form structure has better stopband sensitivity than the two-
multiplier lattice structure for Chebyshev filter.
For Butterworth filter, the orthogonal double rotation lattice structure
has similar stopband sensitivity properties to those of the four-multi-
plier and the scaled normalized lattice structures.
iv) The four-multiplier lattice structure and the scaled normalized lattice structure
show good performance even with decrease in filter bandwidth and transition
width. For all other structures, the larger wordlengths are required for reason-
able filter performance as the filter bandwidth and transition width decreases.
v) Overall, the four-multiplier lattice and the scaled normalized lattice have supe-82
rior performance over all the other structures in fixed-point implementation.
The two-multiplier lattice structure has the worst performance among all the
structures especially for very narrow band cases like Chebyshev and elliptic fil-
ters.
The results of comparison of the sensitivity properties of the different digital filter
structures are summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Comparison of the sensitivity properties of the filter structures
Cascade2-M
Lattice
1-M
Lattice
4-M
Lattice
SN
Lattice
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Lattice
Lattice
WDF
Passband
Sensitivity Poor
Very
PoorMedium
Very
Good
Very
GoodGoodGood
Stopband
Sensitivity
Poor
Very
Poor Good
Very
Good
Very
GoodGoodMedium83
4.3 Round-off Noise Comparison
The purpose of this simulation is to compare the round-off noise characteristics of
the different digital filter structures. To see the effect of round-off noise, the fixed-point
implementation was compared to the double precision floating point implementation [9],
as shown in Figure 4.7. The same quantized coefficient values were used for double-
precision floating-point implementation so as to cancel the effect of coefficient
quantization.
The round-off noise characteristics of a particular filter structure depends on the
type of the scaling employed. In our case, digital lattice filter structures are L2 scaled while
the lattice WDF and the cascade form structure are LO., scaled. So, in comparing these
different filter structures with respect to round-off noise properties, the appropriate scaling
is implicitly assumed.
For round-off noise measurement, each filter structure is driven by a pseudo-
random number generator having a uniform distribution. The same random number
sequence was applied to both fixed-point as well as double-precision floating-point
x(n)
Hideal
Hfixed-point
sos
Figure 4.7: Round-off Noise Measurement
E (n)84
implementations. The maximum value of the random numbers was chosen to be
sufficiently low so as to insure high probability against filter overflow.
Double-precision implementation output was considered as "exact" i.e. free of
round-off noise. If y (n) denotes the "exact" output at time n and S, (n) denotes the output
of fixed-point implementation at time n, then the round-off noise is given by
E (n) = y (n)(n) (4.41)
The round-off noise estimate is then given by [9]
2 1 a
nn2 n1+1 (e (n)E)2
n2
(4.42)
where E is the mean of the round-off noise error in the interval En 1 and is defined as
E
1
n2
n2n1+1 E(n)
n =
The normalized round-off noise estimate is then computed as
a2 2 n a =an ,T2
where the term ae defines the variance of the quantization step and is given by
2 1 n-2B = --4
e 12
where B is the number of fractional bits used for the signal representation.
(4.43)
(4.44)
(4.45)
The lower limit n1 should be chosen sufficiently large so that the initial condition
response of the filter has decayed sufficiently. The upper limit n2 > n1 is chosen
sufficiently large so that the reasonable statistics are obtained. Thus, n1 was chosen as 5000
while n2 was chosen as 10000.85
Table 4.3: Round-off Noise Estimate for the Three Design Examples
Filter Structure Butterworth
Filter
Chebyshev
Filter
Elliptic
Filter
Cascade Form 21.8453 43.4571 57.2345
Two-multiplier Lattice 22.5187 81.2836 - --
One- multiplier Lattice 16.8908 28.8809 37.1087
Four-multiplier Lattice 5.9184 8.6185 10.9522
Scaled Normalized Lattice 6.1676 8.8533 11.1415
Orthogonal Double Rota-
tion Lattice 13.2812 --- ---
Lattice Wave Digital 18.7429 36.4709 47.1073
4.3.1 Round-off Noise Comparison for the Three Design Examples
The normalized round-off noise as given by Eq. (4.42) and Eq. (4.44) was measured
for each filter structure for the designed Butterworth, Chebyshev and Elliptic low-pass
filters. The results are summarized in Table 4.3. Note that no measurements are available
for two-multiplier lattice structure for the elliptic filter, because it requires very large
coefficient wordlength for its implementation. Following observations can be made from
Table 4.3.
Both four-multiplier lattice structure and scaled normalized lattice structure are
superior to all the other structures for all the three filter examples. The round-off
noise estimate of the scaled normalized lattice structure is similar to or some-
times slightly poorer than that of the four-multiplier lattice structure. This obser-
vation shows that the coefficient quantization also affects the round-off noise
characteristics. Analytically it can be proved that the scaled normalized lattice
filter has less round-off noise than the four-multiplier lattice filter, as all the inter-86
nal nodes in the scaled normalized lattice filter are normalized to one [11]. In
reality, the coefficient quantization affects the normalization achieved through
two ladder parameters per lattice module of the scaled normalized lattice filter.
Thus, the resultant structure may not possess better round-off noise characteris-
tics.
The two-multiplier lattice form has similar round-off noise characteristics to that
of cascade form in case of Butterworth filter, while it has much poorer round-off
noise performance than cascade form in case of Chebyshev filter.
The one-multiplier lattice structure has slightly better round-off noise character-
istics than the lattice WDF. Both of these structures have better round-off noise
performance than the two-multiplier lattice and the cascade form structures.
4.3.2 Round-off Noise as a Function of Bandwidth
A comparison of the round-off noise characteristics of various filter structures as a
function of bandwidth and transition width is also considered. For this purpose, several
low-pass elliptic filters were designed and implemented with varying bandwidth and
transition width. In this section, the comparison of the round-off noise characteristics of the
above filter structures as a function of filter bandwidth is described, while the next section
describes the comparison with respect to the filter transition width.
In order to compare round-off noise properties of the filter structures as a function
of filter bandwidth, seven low-pass elliptic filters were designed with the following
conditions:
i)Filter order = 5; Sampling Frequency, Fs= 1.0
ii) Pass-band ripple < 0.5dB; Stopband attenuation < -40dB90
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iii) Variable bandwidth or passband edge fp ranging from 0.015 to 0.485
1
87
Round-off noise was studied as a function of the particular filter structure and
normalized bandwidth, with all other conditions held constant. Figure 4.8 shows the round-
off noise as a function of the normalized bandwidth for each filter structure, where the
normalized bandwidth B = 2fp/ Fs.From Figure 4.8, the following observations can be
made:
For very narrow bandwidths or for very wide bandwidths, the poles will cluster
about z = 1 and z = 1, respectively. For bandwidths near Fs /4, minimal clus-
tering occurs. Thus, the U-shaped nature of the curves is expected as the cluster-
ing of poles increases the round-off noise.
The four-multiplier lattice and the scaled normalized lattice structure have simi-88
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Figure 4.9: Round-off Noise as a function of Transition Width
lar round-off noise characteristics, and both are superior to all the other filter
structures. In fact these structures are remarkably robust as the bandwidth
decreases, implying the suitability for narrow-bandwidth applications.
The two-multiplier lattice structure is inferior to all the other filter structures.
The one-multiplier lattice structure has better round-off noise performance than
the lattice WDF except at bandwidths near Fs14. Both these structures are supe-
rior to the cascade form structure.
4.3.3 Round-off Noise as a Function of Transition Width
For this comparison, five different elliptic low-pass filters were designed with fixed
bandwidth of fp = 0.015 and varying transition width, where the filter order was varied
from 1 to 9. The results are shown in Figure 4.9.89
The round-off noise characteristics of the four-multiplier lattice and the scaled
normalized lattice structure are again superior to all the other filter structures. Both the
above simulations show that these structures are very appropriate for narrow-band sharp-
transition applications. The two-multiplier lattice structure has worse round-off noise
properties than the other structures. At large transition widths the round-off noise of all the
structures decreases rapidly.
4.4 Dynamic Range
If the input signal level is increased beyond a certain point overflow can occur. The
dynamic range of a filter depends on the type of the filter structure used, the type of scaling
employed and the type of the input signal. This is a non-trivial measurement since the
dynamic range depends on the input sequence. Simulations were performed to compare the
dynamic range of the various filter structures for three different types of input signals: sine
wave, white noise and impulse input.
The sine wave input is applied at three different frequencies: one in passband, one
at 3dB point and one in stopband. The squared difference between the double-precision and
the fixed-point implementation gain is used as a measure of the dynamic range for sine
wave input. If A and A denote the measured steady state gain for double precision and
fixed-point implementation, respectively, then the squared error was calculated as follows:
e = (A A)2 (4.46)
For the impulse input, the rms error between the double-precision and floating point
implementation output was used as a measure of the dynamic range. If y (n) and 5, (n)
denote the double-precision and the fixed-point implementation output respectively, then
the rms error is calculated as follows:n1
e = (y (n)(n) )
n=0
(4.47)
90
For the white noise input, the error between the double-precision implementation
and fixed-point implementation output (similar to that described for round-off noise
calculations in the previous section) is used as a measure of the dynamic range.
The sudden increase in error implies the occurrence of overflow and that the
dynamic range of the filter structure is exceeded. The simulations were carried out for the
three design examples. The signal and coefficient wordlengths of 18, 20 and 22 were used
for the Butterworth, Chebyshev and elliptic filter respectively. Large wordlengths were
used here to reduce the effects of coefficient and product quantizations. For the impulse
input, a considerable amount of error was never observed for any of the filter structure even
at the maximum input level. This can be attributed to the L2 andscalings used for the
filter structures. Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.12 show the dynamic range of the filter structures
for the Butterworth, Chebyshev and elliptic filter examples for sine and white noise input.
From Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.12, following observations can be made:
i)Sine Wave Input:.
The cascade form structure rarely overflows (except in the elliptic filter
for sine wave in passband at input magnitude of 0 dB) and thus has the
maximum dynamic range among all the filter structures. This is due to
the L. scaling i.e. scaling for sinusoidal signals.
The lattice WDF has good dynamic range for sine wave input due to
scaling for sinusoidal signals. The lattice WDF overflows for the sine
wave input of 0 dB in passband and stopband. Thus, the dynamic range
is limited by this input.V
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All the digital lattice filter structures have poor dynamic range for sine
wave input due to the L2 scaling. The dynamic range for digital lattice
structures is limited by the sine wave input at 3dB frequency and
decreases with the decrease in the filter bandwidth and transition width.
The one-multiplier lattice structure and the two-multiplier lattice struc-
tures have similar dynamic range of about -5 dB for the Butterworth fil-
ter and -10 dB for the Chebyshev filter. For elliptic filter, the one-
multiplier lattice structure has a dynamic range of -20 dB.
The four-multiplier lattice structure and the scaled normalized lattice
structure have very poor dynamic range for sine wave input especially
in the case of Chebyshev filter (-15 dB) and elliptic filter (-20 dB).
For Butterworth filter, the ODR lattice structure has better dynamic
range than the other digital lattice structures. This may be due to the
fact that the ODR lattice structure was not scaled.
ii) White Noise Input:
The cascade form structure has the maximum dynamic range for all the
three filter examples.
For Butterworth filter, the lattice WDF and all the digital lattice struc-
tures except the ODR lattice structure have similar dynamic range of
about -20 dB.
For Chebyshev filter, the lattice WDF and the two-multiplier lattice
have better dynamic range by about 5 dB than the other digital lattice
structures.
For elliptic filter, the lattice WDF and the one-multiplier lattice struc-95
Table 4.4: Dynamic Range Comparison
Input Cascade2-M
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ture have better dynamic range by about 5 dB than the four-multiplier
and the scaled normalized lattice structures.
iii) One interesting point can be noted that in case of some structures like cascade
form and wave digital filter, at very low inputs the error in fact decreases as the
input magnitude increases. This indicates that the filter is unable to perform
efficiently at very low inputs. The optimum range for the filter operation can be
found for each filter structure from Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.12 for the sine wave
and white noise input.
The results of the dynamic range comparison of the different filter structures are
summarized in Table 4.4. From the above simulations, the implications of scaling in fixed-
point implementation can be seen. The type of scaling employed in the filter structure
determines the trade-off between the dynamic range and the signal-to-noise ratio. The L2
scaling being less aggressive improves the signal-to-noise of ratio of the system, but results
in poor dynamic range. On the other hand, the L., scaling being more aggressive improves
the dynamic range, but decreases the signal-to-noise ratio as the signal levels are reduced
throughout the filter in order to avoid overflow.96
Chapter 5. CONCLUSIONS
For narrow-band sharp-transition filters, different digital filter structures; namely
cascade form IIR structure, five digital lattice structures and lattice wave digital filter
structure were compared with respect to the architectural complexity, the sensitivity to
coefficient quantization, the round-off noise characteristics and the dynamic range. For
narrow-band applications, the sensitivity to coefficient quantization is a crucial factor
because of pole-clustering. The design procedures for these filter structures as well as
scaling for fixed-point implementation were outlined. Various finite word length effects in
fixed-point digital filter implementation were also described.
The results of the comparison can be summarized as follows:
Hardware Complexity: The lattice wave digital filter structure is the least com-
plex structure among all the different filter structures considered, involving a
minimum number of arithmetic operations. However, it suffers from two disad-
vantages: only analog prototypes or reference filters can be implemented, and
only odd-ordered transfer functions can be realized. The architecture complexity
of the digital lattice structures especially the orthogonal lattice structures is quite
high.
The inherent degree of parallelism and the speed capability: It is high in classical
IIR structures, medium in lattice wave digital structures and low in digital lattice
structures. The classical IIR structures are also favorable for bit-serial implemen-
tation due to the low critical loop delay involved.
Sensitivity to Coefficient Quantization: The four-multiplier lattice structure and
the scaled normalized lattice structure have the lowest sensitivity to coefficient
quantization. The excellent passband as well as stopband sensitivities of these97
structures make them suitable for narrow-band sharp-transition applications. The
lattice wave digital filter has very good passband sensitivities, but they are more
sensitive to coefficient quantization at stopband frequencies. One-multiplier lat-
tice has better stopband sensitivity than the lattice WDF and cascade form struc-
ture. The two-multiplier lattice structure is inferior to all the other structures.
Round-off Noise Properties: The orthogonal lattice structures tend to generate
lower level of round-off noise even in very narrow-band and sharp-transition
cases than all the other structures. One-multiplier lattice structure has better
round-off noise properties than the lattice wave digital filter, which in turn has
better round-off noise properties than the cascade form structure.
Dynamic Range: The orthogonal lattice structures tend to have lower dynamic
range than the other filter structures.
The results are summarized in Table 5.1. The choice of filter structure depends
mainly on the sensitivity of the structure to the coefficient quantization, the level of output
round-off noise and the computational efficiency of the structure. In addition to above, in
practice it may involve many other issues including the suitability of the structure to the
application at hand, the cost of hardware, the amenability of the structure to VLSI
implementation, the degree of parallelism or pipelinability offered by the structure. Usually
there exists a trade-off between the accuracy and the architectural simplicity of the filter
structure.
Here, we have considered only low-pass filters for narrow-band sharp-transition
applications. Similar behavior is expected for high pass filters. The similar performance
comparison in case of narrow-band sharp-transition bandpass and bandstop filters needs to
be carried out. Finally it should be emphasized that we have considered only one class of98
Table 5.1:Summary of Comparison
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wave digital filters out of numerous possibilities, and other classes are likely to exist which
offer superior performance which is an area of future research. Finding a filter structure
with lower complexity and having good sensitivity properties like those of orthogonal
digitallatticestructuresisanother research problem of interest. The bit-serial
implementation approach which is most useful for custom VLSI implementations should
also be investigated.99
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